
Executive Functioning:  An Overview and Strategies 

for Classroom Teachers 
 

 

Executive Functioning: Overview 

 

Five Key Executive Functioning Processes: 

1. Goal Setting, Planning, and Prioritizing 

2. Organizing 

3. Retaining and Maintaining Information in Working Memory 

4. Shifting Flexibility 

5. Self-Monitoring/Self-Checking 

 

Some examples of developmental tasks requiring executive skills: 

Preschool: 

 Running simple errands (ex. “Get your shoes.”) 

 Inhibit behaviors: don’t grab, bite, don’t run into street, etc. 

 Perform simple chores (ex. get dressed, brush teeth) 

Kindergarten – Grade 2 

 Run errands (two- to three-steps) 

 Complete homework assignments (20 min. maximum) 

 Decide how to spend money (allowance) 

Grades 3-5 

 Bring books, papers, assignments to and from school 

 Keep track of changing daily schedule (ex. different activities after school) 

 Perform chores that take 15-30 minutes (ex. cleaning up after dinner) 

 

Students who exhibit difficulties with executive functioning may experience difficulties with an 

overload of information.  They may not be able to process information rapidly enough, or shift 

approaches flexibly.  They may know more than their work shows, their academic grades may 

not reflect actual abilities.  This may progressively worsen as they grow older and the demands 

of the student increase. 

 

Teachers need to help students discover which strategies will work for them.  Students need to 

develop an understanding of their own learning styles.  Understanding their strengths and 

weaknesses will help them understand the strategies they can use with success. 



 

There is no formal assessment to determine executive functioning, however, teachers can 

informally assess students specific difficulties.  One method describes four components to 

determine the assessment of executive functioning: 

1. a detailed case history with interview questions designed to elicit the presence or 

absence of executive skills in everyday activities 

2. standardized behavior rating skills 

3. classroom observations 

4. work samples 

The goal of assessment is to then apply appropriate interventions, and evaluate those 

interventions and their effectiveness.  Below are some examples of behavioral objectives and 

measurements: 

 

Executive Skill Sample Behavioral Objectives How Progress Will Be Measured 

Working  
Memory 

Student will hand in 90% of homework 
assignments on time. 

Compute percentage of homework 
handed in on time each week; results 
will be entered in a graph and 
emailed to parents weekly 

   

Organization Student will maintain a neat desk in 
the classroom with places allocated for 
books, notebooks, pencils, etc. 

With help from an adult, student will 
write a list of what a neat desk looks 
like.  Conduct random spot checks at 
least once per week and together 
teacher and student will judge how 
many items on the list are present.  
Results will be maintained on a 
running graph. 

   

Flexibility Student will use coping strategies to 
get back on track when he/she meets 
obstacles in completing class 
assignments. 

Student will complete coping 
strategies checklist; track percentage 
of time he/she returns to work 
within 5 minutes. 

 

Teachers can also use tools such as the BRIEF (Behavior Rating Inventory of Executive 

Functioning) questionnaire.  The BRIEF (which is used in our district) consists of multiple-rating 

forms that are given to the parents and the teacher (and eventually students 12 years of age 

and older).  The forms assess behaviors associated with executive functioning processes.  As 

parents, teachers, and most importantly students, think about how they think and learn, they 

can begin to understand when to use strategies, which strategies work best for them, and 

which strategies to use for a particular task. 



Disorders That Impact Executive Functioning 

 *ADHD 

 *Autism Spectrum Disorders 

 *Acquired Brain Injury 

 *Other Populations 

  -may sometimes include students with obstructive sleep apnea, early treated 

phenylketonuria, and exposures to lead 

 

 

Classroom and Environmental Modifications Teachers Can Make 

 

*Be aware of the physical layout of the classroom  

 -easy access of materials 

 -proximity of children to distractions, such as door, windows, ventilation units, etc. 

 -clear expectations where work is handed in or completed 

 -display boards/lists/strategy posters 

*Be aware of the nature of the task 

 -larger tasks/assignments/assessments broken into smaller, more manageable chunks 

 -explicit steps 

 -build in variety or choice with order of tasks to be done  

 -create closed-ended tasks 

 -explanations should be direct and explicit 

 -the steps to specific learning strategies should be modeled 

 -allow adequate time in the classroom to teach and reinforce strategies taught 

 -allow students to use checklists 

 -students can graph their performance to help motivation 

 -use group strategies, such as pair/share, peer tutoring/mentoring 

 -use of calendars and phased timelines 

 -pair auditory with visual 

 -show rubrics and samples of completed tasks 

*Modifications can be made for individual children, or whole-classroom 

 

 

 

 



Executive Functioning:  Specific Strategies and 

Processes Elementary Teachers Can Use to Promote 

Executive Skills Development 
 

1. Beginning and/or Ending-of-Day Routines 

a. With the student – create a list of all the things they will need to start/end the 

day – decide the order and create a simple checklist 

b. Discuss with student how this process should look, and how much time it should 

take 

c. Initially, cue student to start the checklist step-by-step, then to only start, then 

no cue – student should check in when done at first, until this procedure can be 

completed independently 

 

2. How to Pay Attention 

a. Discuss importance, and ask student what paying attention looks like (eyes on 

speaker, raising hands, etc.) 

b. Choose a time of day or specific activity where student will practice paying 

attention 

c. Determine how it will be monitored – for example a timer, checklist, etc. 

d. Debrief after practice sessions 

e. If necessary create a goal and positive reinforce 

 

3.  Organizing Homework/Agenda Book 

a. Discuss with student what they need to be organized – for example, colored 

folders, a binder, one homework folder, etc. 

b. Create a list of materials the student will need and obtain them – either from 

school or home 

c. Set up system – label notebooks and folders, have agenda ready 

d. Begin by helping the student maintain their system, with a daily check in where 

they can show the teacher where everything belongs 

e. It’s important to have student input on their homework system – they need to 

make the decisions about where things should go and what is best for them to 

manage 

 

 



4. Controlling One’s Temper 

a. Create, with the student, a list of things that happen that cause them to lose 

their temper (their triggers) 

b. Discuss with student what losing one’s temper looks like – yelling, hitting, 

throwing things, swearing, etc. 

c. List with student replacement behaviors – what they can do instead of losing 

their temper 

d. Model and rehearse with student, but start with minor issues before moving on 

to more challenging triggers 

e. If necessary, a reward system may need to be built in to reinforce the 

replacement behaviors 

5.  Managing Anxiety 

a. Together with the student make a list of things that cause them to feel anxious 

b. Discuss with student what anxiety feels like – upset stomach, sweaty palms, 

faster heartbeat, etc. 

c. Create a list of things the student can do instead of thinking about the worry – 

you know the source of worry, so you may want to involve gradual exposure to 

that situation, for example – if a child gets anxious going into the cafeteria, with 

an adult (teacher or counselor) they can work on calming or diverting techniques 

for that particular environment 

d. Practice strategies, which may need to be very specific, like involving a script or a 

relaxation technique like slow breathing 

6. Adjusting to Schedule Changes 

a. As much as possible, let students know in advance of schedule changes or new 

routines 

b. Use ranges rather than specific times – for example, state that an activity will 

start “sometime after lunch” rather than 12:30 

c. Have talks with student about times that plans may change – for example, 

indoor recess on rainy days 

d. Create a visual schedule for the student, but keep a “surprise” card – this way if 

there is a change you can show the student and explain what the change will be 

– this will work for individual students or as a whole class 

e. Take the time to review the schedule with the class at the beginning of the day 

 

 

 

 

 



Executive Functioning:  Resources 
 

The information used for this document was from the following textbooks, which can be found 

in the Special Education Administrative Office: 

 

Executive Skills in Children and Adolescents: A Practical Guide to Assessment and Intervention 

Peg Dawson and Richard Guare 

 

Promoting Executive Function in the Classroom 

Lynn Meltzer 

 

 

Both texts contain case studies and reproducibles that can be used in the classroom. 


